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Flying clubs are a fantastic opportunity for pilots to enjoy access to a fleet of aircraft 

at a cost that is reasonable, because it is shared over the group. When considering 

joining a flying club there are a number of things to consider. Visit this: ACN 

                                                                                               

First, is it run by a non-profit 

organization or for profit 

Investment Management 

Company? Both have their 

benefits and also their pitfalls. 

When dealing with a non-profit 

organization it is very common 

that certain club members are 

also the administrators. This 

can lead to challenges, and in 

larger clubs the development of 

a "faction mentality." For instance, what company is going to do the maintenance on 

the aircraft? If the administration is taking bids and choosing the highest quality with 

the lowest cost, then they are doing a good job. However, the world of aviation is 

small and frequently administrators may look to other factors such as friendship, 

outside business relationships, or family to drive business to. Imagine a 

circumstance in which a club administrator is a CPA and one of h/her clients 

happens to be the shop that works on club aircraft. Is this a bad thing? Hard to 

determine, but will certainly cause contention amongst the ranks. Click here: ACN 

Avis 

A for profit club on the other hand will have all of these relationships established, and 

will not be open to input. That being said however, a for-profit club is set up to be 

cost competitive in order to attract your business. You vote with your wallet, and like 

any business you can be sure that the management company that runs your club is 

looking for every opportunity to maximize their profit through backend efficiency and 

often vertical integration. 
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Second, why am I joining and what type of flying do I have in mind? Are you a novice 

who still needs to get your Private Certificate? If so, then a club oriented around 

training will be the best fit. On the other hand if you already have the ratings that you 

want and are looking for an opportunity to book long cross countries and multiple day 

trips than you should consider a club that does not allow any training to make sure 

you have the opportunity to take airplanes that are not bogged down by two hour 

trips to the practice area. Get more info: ACN France 

 

Summary: 

ACN is an essential services and wired telecommunications provider. Its simple 

business model encourages customers to stay connected with the company and 

drives businesses. Its services include phone service, wireless, gas and electricity, 

merchant services, high speed internet, home security and automation, television - 

and more. 

Visit this site to learn more:  

http://openflyers.com/acn/ 
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